
 

Weekly Newsletter 3rd February 2023 

Headteacher's Bulletin 

This week I have been getting stuck into rehearsals for the Hawthorn and Oak performance – not only is 

it keeping me rather busy, but it is most enjoyable! For those that don’t know, the year 3, 4 and 5 

children are putting on a show called “A Musical Adventure”. Through our singing, acting and 

presentation, the children have been learning about some of the biggest selling music artists of all time, 

and how they had an influence on culture, fashion and diversity. Although the performances next week 

are for family members only, children in Beech, Cherry an Apple Tree classes will get to watch the dress 

rehearsal.  

This has been an interesting week in education, where teachers and the status of school funding has 

come to the forefront of our nation’s news. Depending on the source of information, parents will 

receive differing opinions and viewpoints on the teacher strikes and the reasons behind it. I have only 

received supportive comments from parents for our teachers that have chosen to take action, but I 

would like to thank all parents for remaining respectful and balanced – irrelevant of whether you are in 

favour of industrial action or not. We will make sure our children do not fall behind in their learning 

because of yesterday’s school closure. There are three more proposed days of strikes that could affect 

our school; we will need to respond uniquely to each one depending on the impact this has on our 

staffing. As with yesterday’s strike, if there are changes to the school day, I will endeavour to give as 

much notice to families as I am able to.      



 

Diary Dates 

 

February 

• Monday 6th Yes Day - DONT FORGET to bring in a potato! 

• Monday 6th SATS Information Evening Yr 6, 7pm via Zoom 

• Thursday 9th Hawthorn and Oak production. 5pm 



• Friday 10th Hawthorn and Oak production, 9.15am 

• Friday 10th Break up for Half Term 

• Monday 13th  - Friday 17th Half Term Holiday 

• Monday 20th School reopens 

Important Notices 

 

Safeguarding: Social Media 

There is a growing awareness in schools of safeguarding concerns raised following children’s use of 

messaging via social media and apps. Many children in years 5 and 6 have their own personal mobile 

phone or tablet, which subsequently gives them access to talking with others on-line. Many parents are 

knowledgeable about the risks associated with this on their children talking to strangers and take an 

active role in educating them on how to manage this. However, it is not always understood that children 

are just as likely to experience unkind comments online from friends or people that they know; peer-to-

peer bullying (especially through on-line means) is an area that we all need to play close attention to 

and support children to understand what is acceptable online behaviour.  

Most social media and messaging apps are not recommended for children of primary age. The following 

age ratings for the most popular apps with young people are Instagram (13), Whatsapp (16+), BeReal 

(13), Snapchat(13+), WeChat (13), TikTok (13), Omegle (18). If a parent allows their child to use these 

apps, it is highly recommended that they regularly monitor their child’s messages, the content they are 

receiving and sharing, and who they are talking to. If you discover anything that concerns you, please do 

contact the school for support.  



PTFA Update 

 

As Mr Hayward updated last week, the PTFA are thrilled that we now have the funds to start the 

redevelopment of the early years outdoor space. Do let the school know if you can help with this work in 

anyway.  

For those of you coming to the years 3-5 performances next week, bring some change or a card, as the 

PTFA will be serving refreshments before the shows. 

Thank you to Anna and Lindsay for organising the wine tasting evening tomorrow, we’re sure it will be a 

great evening!  

The Big Draw  - More pictures 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



House Points 

 

 



News from the classroom 

 

Cherry Tree Class: Miss Busby 
This week we have been looking at the story book ‘Say Hello to the Snowy Animals’. We met many 

wonderful animals who like to live in cold places such as a polar bear, snowy owl and artic hare. Some 

children noticed that we had not met one of their favourite animals - a penguin. So we also looked at a 

non- fiction text all about penguins. Children came up with lots of describing words such as fluffy, cute, 

tough etc to describe the snowy animals and used these in their writing.  

In maths, we looked at using the terms slowest and quickest when comparing time. Children compared 

different things such as a snail, race car and rocket and put them in order from slowest to quickest. They 

were fab at recognising that the movements which are greater in time are slower and movements which 

are less in time are quicker. We also explored different scenarios of duration such as, how many times 

we could jump in 30 seconds and who could sit super still for 1 minute. To end the week, children learnt 

about ‘Billy Bear’s busy week’ and were super at answering questions connected with time such as, 

‘what did Billy Bear do yesterday?’ and ‘what did Billy Bear do the day after he went swimming?’ 

In Topic/Geography, we took a look at the Polar Regions specifically Antarctica and the Artic and 

identified these cold places on a world map. Children then were given the task of naming and writing 

about some animals which live in these places. We also discussed how these animals kept warm and 

many children knew that some animals have ‘blubber’ and learnt that this is a thick layer of fat. Children 

were amazed to learn that artic foxes fur changes colour in summer and winter to help them stay 



camouflaged and that a reindeer’s eyes are golden in the summer but turn blue in the winter so it can 

see better in the winter darkness. 

We are all very much looking forward to our ‘YES day’ on Monday - please refer to the email for full 

details of the day. A gentle reminder, please send your child in with a potato and also it is non-uniform 

day.  

Request: 

As noted in our email sent out yesterday, we still need two forest school volunteers for next Friday 

10th. Please contact the School Office if you are able to help. 

Next week 

In English: our writing will be based around mental health week and instructions how to look after their 

potato.  

In Phonics: we shall be revisiting sounds learnt this half term and there shall be phonics assessments. 

In Maths: we will be consolidating learning from this half term with various maths activities.  

 

 



 

 



 

 



Apple Tree Class: Miss Peck 
This week in English, the children have completed their learning around the book Grandad’s island. They 

have spent some time looking at positive and negative adjectives with a focus on grandad’s attic before 

he left and when Syd came home without him. We were so incredibly impressed at all of the amazing 

vocabulary that the children used to describe what they could see. They also thought about how 

different Syd would be feeling in both pictures too. The children then thought about what the letter 

from Grandad might say to Syd. The children thought about all of the things that they thought Grandad 

might be doing on the island and wrote sentences including adjectives and verbs. A beautiful example 

was ‘I have been swinging on the light green vines with the amber orangutans.’ On Friday, the children 

planned their own story based on the same characters in the story but with a different setting and plot 

where Grandad comes home with Syd. The children’s ideas are absolutely fabulous and we can’t wait to 

read their finished stories.  

In maths this week, the children in year two have started their unit on multiplication and division. To 

start the unit the children have been learning about equal and unequal groups and what they look like. 

From this, they then moved on to recognising and making equal groups. The children became super 

confident with this and then added equal groups through repeated addition. Throughout this lesson, the 

children worked incredibly hard to solve a range of problems and explain their reasoning. On Friday, the 

children learnt about the multiplication sign and how it is used. The children in year one have been 

learning about doubling numbers and using this to help them work out near doubles. Later on in the 

week, the children moved on to subtracting ones using their number bonds to help them. In addition to 

this, they spent a lot of time solving problems linked to this. The children worked hard on verbally 

explaining their reasoning and then learning how to put these ideas into words. Absolute superstars! In 

our classroom, we have some new challenges available for the children on our working wall. One of 

these challenges is called ‘Maths eyes.’ This concept encourages the children to think mathematically 

when looking at different pictures and real life situations. From this, the children have the opportunity 

to ask questions about the pictures and write about the maths that they can see. Some of their ideas 

have been amazing- we are super impressed!  

In topic, the children have been learning about the 5 oceans and have learnt a very catchy song to help 

them remember the names of them. In addition to this, the children labelled a map of the world with 

the different oceans on. Later on in the week, the children went on a flight to Spain. The children 

remembered their passports and all managed to get through baggage control! Once in Spain, the 

children were welcomed in Spanish by Senorita Anderson and learnt how to do the flamenco dance. If 

you are lucky enough the children might teach you the dance too. We were all very impressed with their 

moves!  

Remember, Monday is a non uniform day for our ‘YES’ day celebrations, please also bring a large potato 

too. The children will have the opportunity to decorate their potato and look after it throughout the 

week. We are very much looking forward to seeing their creations. 

Next Week 

In English: the children will be writing their own stories.  

In maths:  the children will completing assessments and continuing with their units on multiplication 

and division and addition and subtraction. .  



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Hawthorn Class: Miss Kimberley 
In English we have been creating word banks to describe the impending storm in the class text ‘The 

Whale’. We have used our senses of smell, sight and hearing  to build effective sentences.  The children 

then went on to build alliterative phrases that they could use to describe the pending storm. They have 

also been looking at the thesaurus to find synonyms for the noun ’smell’. Then combining what we have 

leant and shared as a class the children then set about creating sentences describing the approaching 

storm. We went on to discuss as a class, what an inner thought or voice was and thought about what 

Lucy may have been thinking as she watched the storm begin to swell.  

In Maths, the Year 4s have been looking at correspondence problems and efficient multiplication with a 

variety of examples of multiplications involving multiplying 2 and 3 digit numbers with and with out 

remainders.  

Year 3s have been multiplying a 2 digit number by a 1 digit number with exchanging, using Base 10 and 

place value grids and part whole models.  We have moved on to linking multiplication and division and 

spent some time doing flexible partitioning and identifying multiples of different numbers to help them 

to  divide a 2 digit number by a 1 digit number with and without exchanging.  

In History, Hawthorn have been examining the importance of the River Nile in the development of the 

Ancient Egyptian civilisation and in the Ancient Egyptians daily lives.  



Next week are the performances by years 3, 4 and 5 of ‘A Musical Adventure’. We have been busy this 

week rehearsing all together. It is coming along very nicely. Could you continue to encourage the 

children to practice both their lines (if they have any) and the songs at home. Thank you to those who 

have already sorted out costumes.  

Dress Rehearsal will be on Wednesday morning in front of the rest of the School with the first 

performance on Thursday 9th at 5pm and Friday 10th morning at 9.15am for parents to attend.  These 

performances will be ticketed. 

Have a lovely weekend. 

Next Week 

In English: we will be drafting and then completing a BIG Write about the Storm. 

In maths: Year 3 will be continuing with division, scaling and efficient methods in both multiplication 

and division; reasoning and problem solving.  Year 4s will be concluding their work on Multiplication and 

Division unit and applying what they have learnt to reasoning and problem solving.  

.  

Oak Class: Mrs Noble and Mrs Williams 
Oak Class have been absolute superstars this week, practising really hard for their play next week. 

In maths this week, Year 4 have continued to divide 2 and 3 digit numbers by 1 digit numbers this 

week.  We also looked at choosing the most efficient method of multiplication for the calculation and 

carried out an investigation based on this concept focusing on drawing our methods in order to explain 

our reasoning. 

Year 5 have learnt a formal written method of multiplication and practised this for 2, 3 and 4 digit 

numbers multiplied by 2 digit numbers. 

In English this week, the children have been learning about the poetry forms of Haikus and Kennings and 

wrote a Kenning about the Ancient Greeks. 

In Science we have been continuing to investigate sound.  We made our own guitar-like instruments and 

experiment with the thickness of elastic bands and the sound produced.  We also explored producing 

different pitched sounds by tightening the band, effectively shortening the band.      

Next Week 

In English: we will be doing assessments. 

In maths: Years 4 and 5 will be doing assessments. 

Beech Class: Mr Brown 
This week In Beech Class has been highly enjoyable thanks to a fantastic experience on our Viking Day. 

The children managed to get so much out of the day and they began by listening to Adam (our leader for 

the day) retell the first Viking raid from a monk’s perspective. Following this, they were then split into 

groups where they got to handle a range of artefacts of weaponry, helmets, household items and 

clothing which was then followed by a sorting activity where they decided whether or not items located 



in a sandbox with the use of a metal detector were from Viking times. After break, the class went 

outside and completed archery practise, getting to fire arrows at still and moving targets and soon after 

the class went back inside to do a rune code-breaking task. When the class got back from lunch, they 

were treated to a dramatic retelling of a Viking saga and next it was shield practise. Firstly, this involved 

a game where the children had to balance a ball on top of their shields by passing it down from one end 

to the other. The second task involved the children learning about shield formations and then they had 

to put what they learnt into practise by protecting themselves from a bombardment from their 

classmates armed with ball-pool balls. Next on the agenda was a throwing game called Kubb (Viking 

chess) where the children worked as a team to knock down their opponent’s wooden blocks before 

being able to attack the King in the centre. Lastly, the children concluded the day with a question and 

answer session with Adam.  

In English, following our Viking day, the children wrote a recount of the day. The class planned the key 

events to cover, the types of language we’d include and described what a recount looked like before 

setting off and completing their work. Their writing was a joy to read and it was brilliant to hear they 

had such a great time. We also had time to continue writing our newspaper articles in best by either 

presenting them using a laptop or through the use of line guides and plain paper.  

In Maths, the class were introduced to ratio where they learnt about the types of language being used 

and that it described the relationship of group of objects in relation to each other. Later in the week, the 

class were shown how the symbol for ratio is correctly represented and then the class moved onto 

applying fraction work to ratio and how to calculate ratio in word problems.  

In PE, the class built upon their body symmetry work from last week where they worked in groups to 

construct letters of the alphabet and learnt about the difference between symmetrical and 

asymmetrical body actions and how they could be used to link it into actions involving a bench.  

Don’t forget to bring in your potato for Monday! 

Have a great weekend! 

Mr Brown    

Next Week 

The children will be completing assessments in English and Maths alongside children’s mental health 

activities.  



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

PE News from JS Sports 

 

Hawthorn: Played mini matches in Netball, putting our new found skill to use. 

Beech: Played number hockey (1 v 1). 



Communications this week 

 

• Junior Parkrun @ Wimpole 

• Hawthorn Spellings 

• Forest School Volunteers required  - Cherry 

• Head Lice - Hawthorn 

• Family Worker Events 

• Children's Mental Health Week and YES Day 

• Yr 6 SATS Information Evening - New Date 



Contact Us 

 

Please direct all enquiries to the School Office at the email address below.  

We will get back to you as soon as we can and ask for 3 days to action and reply. 

 

Haslingfield Endowed Primary School 

High Street 

Haslingfield 

Cambridge CB23 1JW 

01223 870457 

office@haslingfield.cambs.sch.uk 

 

Visit us on the web at Haslingfield School 

Visit us on YouTube at Haslingfield Endowed Primary School - YouTube 

https://www.haslingfield.cambs.sch.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd7UK0AOswRSHGuh-4Ln2iw


Follow us on Twitter @HaslingfieldEPS 
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